
Wall mounted enclosures 

1-EcoLine Cabinets 

600x450 - 600x600 

Ecoline and Ecoline+ wall mounted cabinets are an ideal solution in 
the offices and IT rooms for data cabling applications where the 
limited "U" height requirements (4U is a standard choice) and less  
devices are needed. They have an aesthetic design with 4 mm 
tempered full glass doors. Ecoline and Ecoline+ 19" cabinets are 
made of sheet metal and provide IP20 protection. All Ecoline wall 
mounted cabinets can be fitted with levelling feet or casters to make 
them suitable for use on the floor.  

 

EcoLine  
 

Main Standard Features 

Load carrying Capacity Up to 60 KG 

Standard door Front smoke glass door 

Side panel Fixed side panel for extra stability 

Cable entry Cable entry on the top and bottom, one rubber edge protection either for top or bottom entry ( customer choice) 

Delivery type Assembled only 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2- PROline cabinets 

(600X450 - 600X560 mm) 

PROline cabinets provide an economic solution for cabling installations. This 
range of wall mounting  cabinets is for use in offices for horizontal segments 
where a reduced amount of U height is required. Its aesthetic structure 
creates a pleasing, professional look. 

Standard PROline wall mounting cabinets are delivered assembled as a 
single enclosure.  

All PROline cabinets can be used as stand-alone cabinets using casters or 
levelling feet. 

Main Standard Features 
Load carrying 
Capacity Up to 80 KG 

Standard door Front smoke glass door 

Side panels Lockable removable 

Castors and feet Castors can be added 

Cable entry 
Adjustable Cable entry on top and bottom with rubber edges to protect 
cables 

Key competence Double section option available 

Delivery type Assembled only 
 

PROline Double Sectioned 

(600 X (150+450) mm) 

PROline Double Sectioned cabinets have all the benefits mentioned above. 

Allow for maintanance and installation from the rear. Easy to access when opening 2nd. section of 
cabinet. Thanks to heavy duty hinges, the cabinet opens to 180 degree and is lockable. 

PROline Residential 

(600x150 – 600x300 mm) 

PROline residential cabinets are for use in places where space is limited with low density cabling, and 
where quick access to equipment is important. Designed to house 19’’ standard mounting devices. 
There are cable entry points at the bottom and top of cabinet, thus multiple cabling entry is provided 

 



3-SOHO Slimline 

Thickness on wall : Only 140 mm Total : 5U ( 2U+3U ) 

Estap SOHO Slimline 19’’ wall mounted cabinets provide an aesthetic, 
functional and economic solution for cabling installations. 

Thanks to its functional structure for up to 24 users, network distribution is 
made easy. SOHO Slimline is for use in offices for horizontal segments where a 
reduced amount of U height is required. Again, aesthetics create a pleasing 
and professional look. 

 

SOHO Slimline features: completely opening front door, large cable openings for multi-cable entry, fast 
installation, low manpower, time saving and cost reducing, 5U (2U horizantal, 3U vertical) device 
mounting capacity, sturdy steel construction. 

 

4-19’’ SOHOline  

19’’ SOHOline cabinets provide an economical solution for wall mounted 
cabinets. The SOHOline features a modular, sturdy and compact design 
offering ideal installation for offices, computer aided classes, schools, 
government offices, hotels, branch offices etc. 

SOHOline wall mounted cabinets feature a rigid frame construction from 
steel sheet. 

5-10’’ SOHOline 

10’’ SOHOline cabinets provide an economical solution for wall mounted 
mini cabinets. The SOHOline features a modular, sturdy and compact 
design; the ideal installation for small offices and home offices. Attractive 
compact design in 8 port or/and 16 port. 

 

SOHOline is used for 10’’ miniport switches, miniport patch panels, 3 way sockets and/or for 10’’ device 
installation. 

 


